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Stargroup 7th Record Quarter

The Board of Stargroup Limited ACN 061 041 281 (ASX: STL) are pleased to announce that the 
recently combined Automatic Teller Machine networks of iCash and Stargroup have delivered 
another record quarter of revenue, the 7th in a row.

Mr Todd Zani, Stargroup’s CEO and Executive Chairman said “The revenues for this quarter were 12% 
up on the previous quarter and on a 2015 YTD versus 2014 YTD comparison, the result was a 168% 
improvement.   Our continued focus on only installing ATMs in quality sites has resulted in continued 
organic growth in the network size and revenue.

Our average monthly transactions per ATM are arguably industry best with the average for the last 
quarter being 613 transactions, a 5.3% increase on the last quarter result.  By way of comparison in 
the prior quarter our average of 582 was 14% better than the Australian industry leader, namely DC 
Payments (TSX: DCI) which averaged 511 transactions per machine per month in the last quarter.  
When considering our average was 14% better than the industry leader last quarter and we have 
increased our average this quarter, it is an excellent result.”
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“Our recent announcement on 1 October 2015 about the acquisition of a 109 ATM network acquired 
from Cash Plus Australia Pty Ltd ACN 132 882 690 (Cash+) which is scheduled to complete in 
November will see the Stargroup ATM network have in excess of 230 machines, processing 1.8million 
transactions a year with annualized gross revenues of $4.5million.  

Due to the quality of this network, we will see our average transactions per machine significantly 
increase to greater than 680 transactions per machine, per month but more importantly after the 
integration of the Cash+ network, the business will be cash flow positive and this deal significantly 
changes all of our key metrics, as shown below.”

FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information, please contact:

Todd Zani – CEO and Executive Chairman
Stargroup Limited
Tel: +61 (08) 9200 5834
E: todd@starpaymentsystems.com.au 

Media
Matt Birney
Managing Director – Birney Corporate
Tel: +61 419 217 090, 
E: matt@birneycorporate.com.au
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About Stargroup

Stargroup Limited is the only ASX listed company deploying ATM machines in Australia and 
importantly, the only listed ATM company having a direct ownership interest in the manufacturer of 
its ATM technologies.  

Stargroup Limited merged with iCash Payment Systems Limited (ASX:ICP) on 7 August 2015 and as 
part of the acquisition became the exclusive distributor of the cashPod ATM range including the 
recycler ATM, back office and payment technologies in Australia for the next 5 years.

Stargroup Limited, via its wholly owned subsidiary, StarPOS, is also an EFTPOS and payWave 
technologies provider via its leveraged wholesale Visa and Mastercard agreement and the launch 
of StarPOS occurred on 1 October 2015. 
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